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Abstract: This paper focus on approach for shortest path from source to destination in which an autonomous system for virtual private network, whose communicate with each other in a private area. For selecting a shortest path we focus on Steiner tree. The general concept of finding minimum path describes an undirected graph, in which vertices (node) and edges (links) are playing main role. we focus on Steiner tree problem, extra intermediate vertices and edges may be added to the graph in order to reduce the length of the spanning tree.
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I. Introduction

An Autonomous system for virtual private network means selected network established a path from source to destination is very challenging task. For getting a successful path from origin to destination Steiner tree is very helpful for choosing shortest path. Given a set v of points (vertices), interconnect them by a network (graph) of shortest length, where the length is the sum of the lengths of all edges.

The difference between the Steiner tree problem and the minimum spanning tree problem is that, in the Steiner tree problem, extra intermediate vertices and edges may be added to the graph in order to reduce the length of the spanning tree. These new vertices introduced to decrease the total length of connection are known as Steiner points or Steiner vertices, the resulting connection is a tree, known as the Steiner tree.

II. Undirected Graph For Vpn

Let \( G = (V, E, c, p) \) be an undirected graph, with the vertices \( V \) associated with non-negative profits \( p \), and with the edges \( E \) associated with non-negative costs \( c \). The graph may correspond to the vpn for local street map, for example, with the edges representing street segments and vertices representing street intersections and the location of potential customers. The profit \( p \) associated with a vertex is an estimate of the potential gain of revenue caused by that customer being connected to the network and receiving its service. Vertices corresponding to street intersections have profit zero. The cost \( c \) associated with an edge is the cost of establishing the connection, i.e., of laying the pipe or cable on the corresponding street segment.

![Fig-1 undirected graph for selected network](image)

Nodes 1,2,3,4,5,6 are represent as vertices and show street interconnection and arrow represent as edges and show the street segment.

This undirected graph show selected network represent source that is node 1 and destination that is node 6. Nodes 2,3,4,5 are intermediate nodes whose help to establish a path from source to destination, this type of undirected graph make an autonomous system for private network.
2.1 Methodology

An autonomous system for vpn creating selected network represent as graph in which finite nodes or links or we can say finite edges and vertices.

Fig-2, AS-1, AS-2 & AS-3 are autonomous system and creating an private network, communicate with each other for establishing a path. Each autonomous system having undirected graph and these undirected graphs as the form of autonomous system communicate to each other in private area.

2.2 Graph for AS-1 AS-2 and AS-3

Fig-3, graph connected to each other in autonomous systems
In AS-1 node 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are connected to each other, there source is node 1 and destination is node 5 .for establishing path, each edges having some cost that is node 1 to node 3 having 1, node 3 to 5 having cost 1,node 1 to node 2 having cost 3,node 2 to node 4 having cost 3,node 1 to node 4 having cost 1 and node 4 to node 5 having cost 2.for selecting shortest path from source to destination we apply the concept of Steiner tree.

2.2.1 Steiner tree: for selecting shortest path

For selecting shortest path from source to destination in an selected network we apply steiner tree. Network represented as graph, split these graph in tree and will obtain steiner point and obtain shortest path based on lowest cost .
In AS-1(Autonomous Systems), undirected graph having nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and established path like
Path from node 1-3 cost is 1
From node 1-2 cost is 3
From node 1-4 cost is 1
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From node 2-4 cost is 3  
From node 3-5 cost is 1  
From node 4-5 cost is 2

For AS-1

For AS-2

For AS-3

Fig-4 showing the Steiner points

III. Result

It is an alternative approach for selecting shortest path from source to destination. This is a very useful algorithm, but if we are allowed a little bit more freedom in how we build the pipe network we can get a better solution. One obvious extension is to say, let us not restrict ourselves to only having links go between nodes directly, but allow the introduction of new points that the links can go through. If we allow these points to go anywhere and do not restrict the number of points, we can get better (lower cost) solutions. These new points are called Steiner points.

Finding Steiner points involves two problems, how many Steiner points should be used and where should they be placed.

IV. Conclusion

In selected network choosing shortest path from source to destination find the least cost solution, a simple algorithm can be used. The algorithm starts by connecting the two closest nodes hen continues to find the shortest link that does not create a cycle and joining those nodes until all the nodes are connected. This is known as the minimum spanning tree algorithm or MST. But the Steiner tree reduce the no of interconnects between the nodes. reducing the overall bandwidth utilization.
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